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ABSTRACT
Introduction: This paper presents a method for improving the accuracy of a GPS/INS integrated
navigation system. Estimating the yaw angle, which is the degree of deviation from the north, is
a crucial aspect in the navigation and control of autonomous robots. Methods: We can use an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) to calculate the yaw angle, but the accuracy is heavily reliant on
the Earth's magnetic field. This field can vary in value as the vehicle moves and is easily disturbed
by external sources such as electrical devices and motors. To circumvent these limitations, a dual-
antenna GPS with the real-time kinematic (RTK) method is utilized to improve the quality of the
yaw angle estimation. Results: This approach eliminates the use of magnetometers, and the ex-
perimental results show that the error can be significantly reduced to 0.16 degrees with a baseline
of 1 meter. Conclusion: When compared to the standard GPS/INS system, the proposed method
using GPS-RTK provides better accuracy, even when the GPS signal is lost.
Key words: Inertial Navigation System, Global Positioning System, Integrated Navigation System,
Real-time Kinematic

INTRODUCTION
Navigation systems play a crucial role in guiding and
controlling autonomous robots. Its accuracy affects
the quality of control. There are currently multiple
methods to determine the position, velocity, and atti-
tude of a vehicle in a global or local coordinate system,
such as dead-reckoning, landmark-based positioning,
andmap-based positioning. Dead-reckoning systems
use inertial measurements to estimate the robot’s dis-
placement since the last sampling epoch. Landmark-
based positioning involves sensors that measure the
distance and angle between the robot and predefined
landmarks, from which calculations are performed
to determine the vehicle’s position. Map-based posi-
tioning uses distance sensors to detect environmental
boundaries and then compares them to a prestored
map to determine the robot’s position on the map.
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages.
For example, dead-reckoning provides highly accu-
rate results in a short amount of time but accumulates
errors over time, especially when using low-cost sen-
sors1.
Currently, the common practice is to combine diverse
positioning techniques to maximize their advantages.
One approach is to integrate inertial navigation sys-
tems (INS) and global navigation systems (GPS) to
create a highly accurate and robust system. However,
using low-cost sensors such as MEMS-based IMUs

can result in high biases, requiring accurate sensor
calibration techniques2. GPS systems may also expe-
rience signal interruptions due to obstruction by tall
buildings, mountains, or forests. The authors in 3–5

have worked on improving INS/GPS integration and
calibrationmethods, such as reducing sensor drift and
using rawGPSmeasurements, including pseudorange
and Doppler measurements, to estimate continuous
positions even with fewer than four satellite signals.
At present, with the rapid development of artificial in-
telligence, the application of neural network models
to GPS/INS navigation systems is also being widely
studied6. The authors in 7 and8 introduce GPS/INS
neural network frameworks that can help reduce er-
rors in the case of GPS outages. However, the studies
have been limited to the level of offline data collection
and processing by computers and have not yet been
applied to hardware using microcontrollers.
Real-time kinematic (RTK) is a method to improve
GPS positioning accuracy using raw measurements
(carrier phase measurement). According to9, the re-
sults obtained from standalone GPS receivers are of-
ten affected by atmospheric disturbances, multipath
errors, and time synchronization errors between the
satellites and receivers. The authors suggest that us-
ing the single-difference method can eliminate biases
between receivers or satellites, and using the double-
difference method can eliminate biases between re-
ceivers and satellites. In10, Consoli et al. proposed
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the idea of using multiple GPS receivers to determine
the yaw angle, but the paper only focused on the con-
cept and simulated the impact of changing baselines
(the distance between antennas). Papers11 and12 in-
troduced models using multiple GPS receivers to de-
termine the yaw angle and compared the simulation
results. In13, the authors combined a highly accurate
IMU and two GPS receivers (one high-precision and
one low-cost) to build an integrated positioning sys-
tem with an accuracy of 0.2 degrees for the yaw angle
with a baseline of 92 centimeters. However, this sys-
tem has a high total cost.
In this paper, the authors introduce a new GPS/INS
integration method, which uses yaw measurement
from a dual-antenna GPS to enhance the position-
ing quality. For the dual-antenna GPS, experiments
are conducted to investigate the relationship between
the angle estimation quality and the baseline distance,
as well as the influence of the number of GPS car-
rier frequencies used in the system. The hardware
of the GPS/INS system is also fully built. The re-
sults show that the use of additional angle estimators
results in better positioning quality than traditional
GPS/INS systems when there is a GPS outage. Fol-
lowing the introduction, there are 3 sections in this
paper. Section 2 presents the theoretical basis of the
dual-antenna GPS and improvements in the GPS/INS
system. Section 3 introduces the hardware models
used in the experiments, along with the experimen-
tal results and comments. The conclusions and future
works are given in the last section.

METHODS
Yaw angle estimation using dual-antenna
GPS
Figure 1 describes how the GPS-RTK method works.
In this method, base station (b) is stationary and has a
previously known position. The rover station (r) is the
moving station and is usually attached to the vehicles
that need to be located. TheGPS-RTK systemuses the
carrier phase offset (denoted as f) between the satel-
lites and the stations to determine the exact position
of the rover. This method can achieve a centimeter-
level position10. However, in determining the yaw
angle based on GPS, both the base and rover antennas
are mounted on moving vehicles. To determine the
position of the base station, the single-point position-
ing method is used. This method uses pseudorange
measurements to calculate position based on the least
squared error technique and can achieve an accuracy
of approximately 2 meters to 5 meters. After that, the
RTK algorithm is used to determine the position of

the rover, and thismethod is calledmoving-base RTK.
This method only focuses on the relative position be-
tween the two antennas, and the accuracy of the po-
sition is not high due to the single-point positioning
method used to determine the position of the base sta-
tion. Another method proposed in 14 is that the GPS-
RTK algorithm can use pseudorange measurements
and an extended Kalman filter to determine the ap-
proximate positions of both the base and rover and
then use phase measurements to calculate the results
with high accuracy.
Figure 2 describes a flowchart of the GPS-RTK algo-
rithm. There are 3 important steps that need to be
noted, which have been numbered 1, 2, and 3 in the
figure. First, the GPS receiver at the rover station uses
the single-point positioning method to determine its
position with low accuracy. Since the algorithm uses
the first-order and second-order differentials of the
carrier phase measurements, it is necessary to deter-
mine the satellites that are “seen” by both the base and
rover receivers. If the number of common satellites is
less than 4, the RTK algorithm cannot be applied. On
the other hand, by combining the measurements with
the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), we obtain the po-
sition of the rover with an accuracy of approximately
1 meter. This method is also known as DGPS (step 1).
In step 2, we find the solution to the integer ambigui-
ties problem. This is an integer optimization problem
and can be solved using the LAMBDAorMLAMBDA
algorithm15. If we find the solution to the problem,
we can find the position of the rover station with an
accuracy of up to centimeters (step 3). At the same
time, we can calculate the yaw angle based on the rel-
ative position of the two objects in the Earth-centered,
Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate system. Article14 de-
scribes in detail the formulas used for the GPS/RTK
algorithm.

The GPS/INS integrated navigation system
Based on the complexity of integration between GPS
and INS systems, considering factors such as interac-
tion, independence, and the amount of shared infor-
mation between the two systems, we can categorize
the integration methods as follows1:

• Uncoupled
• Loosely Coupled (LC)
• Tightly Coupled (TC)
• Deeply Integrated

In the uncoupled method, the two systems operate
almost independently. When there is a GPS posi-
tion update, the positioning results are used to “re-
set” the INS. Conversely, when GPS is disrupted, the
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Figure 1: A visualization of the GPS-RTK algorithm.

Figure 2: Flowchart of the GPS-RTK algorithm.
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dead-reckoning estimation from the INS is used. This
method is the simplest in structure, but the system
cannot estimate the bias drift of the sensors. Due to
this drawback, despite its simplicity, this method is
not widely used.
The LC, also known as the ”decentralized” structure,
includes a nonlinear estimator to combine the INS es-
timation results with the position and velocity results
of theGPS and another filter to determine the position
and velocity from raw GPS results, such as pseudor-
ange and Doppler measurements. Figure 3 illustrates
its diagram.
The inertial navigation system (INS) uses the position
(longitude λ , latitude φ and altitude h), velocity val-
ues (vN for the north, vE for the east, and vD for the
vertical down direction), and attitude (roll ϕ , pitch θ ,
yaw ψ , which represent rotations around the x, y, and
z axes, respectively) of the previous sampling epoch,
combinedwith inertialmeasurements (tri-axial angu-
lar rate ωx,y,z and acceleration fx,y,z along with cali-
bration parameters for Earth model deviations, to es-
timate the system’s state at the current epoch.
Referring to3, we have the equations of the INSmech-
anization system:

d
dt

Cn
b =Cn

b .Ω
b
ib −Ωn

ie −Ωn
en (1)

The symbol Cn
b denotes a direction cosine matrix

(DCM), calculated from the Euler angles roll, pitch,
and yaw by equation (2). Ω is the skew-symmetric
matrix of the angular velocity vector ω . ωb

ib is the an-
gular ratemeasured from the gyroscopes. ωn

ie andωn
en

are the bias correction vectors due to the Coriolis ef-
fect. The magnitude of the Coriolis-induced angular
velocity depends on the geographic location of the ve-
hicle.

Cn
b = (2)CθCψ −Cϕ Sψ +Sϕ Sθ Sψ CϕCψ +Sϕ Sθ Sψ
Cθ Sψ Sϕ Sψ +Cϕ SθCψ −SϕCψ +Cϕ Sθ Sψ
−Sθ SϕCθ CϕCθ


The next step in the process of INS mechanization is
velocity update:

d
dt

ν = f +g− (2Ωn
ie +Ωn

en) .ν (3)

In the above equation, f is the measured acceleration
and g is the gravity vector. In this paper, gravity is
chosen as a vector pointing to the center of the Earth,
whose magnitude is constant at 9.80665 m.s-2. In re-
ality, it depends on the geographic location, but this
model is complex, and the value does not vary much,

so it can be ignored 4. Similarly, we have equations to
update the position:

.
r =


.
φ
.
λ
.
h

=


1

M+h
0 0

0
1

(N +h)cos(φ)
0

0 0 −1

v (4)

whereMandN are the radii of curvature of themerid-
ian and prime vertical passing through the vehicle, re-
spectively. Their values depend only on the current
latitude of the vehicle. In practical calculations, due to
the limited computational capabilities, equations (1),
(3), and (4) are used in discrete form. This is typically
done through the use of numerical integration meth-
ods, such as the Runge−Kutta method.
The loosely coupled model is based on the extended
Kalman filter, where the state vector includes 15 com-
ponents divided into 5 groups as follows: position er-
ror δ r, velocity error δv, rotation matrix error ε , ac-
celerometer bias δba, and gyroscope bias δbg. Each
group has 3 values that correspond to 3 axes. The
modeling of the position, velocity, and orientation er-
rors is calculated by taking derivatives of the equa-
tions mentioned above. The IMU sensor errors con-
sist of two components: fixed bias and bias drift.
Based on calibrations in the laboratory, the fixed bias
component can be compensated. However, the bias
drift component does not repeat in each experiment,
so it must be a concern in the system. The random
drift error can be modeled using the Gauss−Markov
model16 as follows:

d
dt

δba,i =− 1
τba,i

δba,i +ηba,i (5)

d
dt

δbg,i =− 1
τbg,i

δbg,i +ηbg,i (6)

where the letter i represents the x, y, and z axes. De-
note τ as the correlation time and η as the variance of
white noise according to the Gauss−Markov model.
The correlation time and variance of the noise can be
obtained using the correlation analysis method 4. The
method used in this paper is the Allan variance anal-
ysis.
Finally, we have the process model of the Extended
Kalman Filter for the GPS/INS TCmodel in equation
(7), where S(k) is the skew-symmetric matrix of the
vector k. Regarding the measurement model, we have
6 measurements of position (latitude, longitude, and
altitude) and velocity (north, east, down) from the
GPS. These values are compared with the estimated
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Figure 3: Structure of the LC GPS/INS system.

position and velocity from the INS to estimate the bias
drift of the IMU sensor.

d
dt


δ r
δv
ε

δba

δbg

=


δ r
δv
ε

δba

δbg

×


Frr Frv 03x3 03x3 03x3

Fvr Fvv S ( f ) Cn
b 03x3

Fer Fev −S
(
ωn

in
)

03x3 −Cn
b

03x3 03x3 03x3 −1/τba 03x3

03x3 03x3 03x3 03x3 −1/τbg

 (7)

+


03x3 03x3 03x3 03x3

Cn
b 03x3 03x3 03x3

03x3 −Cn
b 03x3 03x3

03x3 03x3 I3 03x3

03x3 03x3 03x3 I3




ηa

ηg

ηba

ηba



A modification to apply yaw angle estima-
tion fromGPSmoving-base RTK
Figure 4 describes an advanced GPS/INS integrated
navigation system using the LC method with yaw an-
gle measurements from a dual-antenna GPS. Com-
pared to Figure 3, it can be seen that the original
model was further improved in the GPS subsystem.
We expand the single GPS with 6 measurements (3
positions and 3 velocities) to a dual-antennaGPSwith
7measurements (adding yaw angle measurement). In
the vanilla GPS/INS system, the attitude error vector
ε is the error of the direction cosine matrixCn

b . Con-
sidering the relationship between the error of the ro-
tation matrix and the attitude errors (roll, pitch, yaw)

errors, denoted by δϕ ,δθ , and δψ , respectively, we
have 2 methods of error calculation:

Ĉn
b =

I3 −

 0 −εD εE

εD 0 −εN

−εE εN 0


Cn

b (8)

Ĉn
b =Cn

b +R1R2
∂R3

∂ϕ
δϕ

+R1R3
∂R2

∂θ
δθ +R2R3

∂R1

∂ψ
δψ

(9)

where R1, R2, and R3 are the rotation matrices for
yaw, pitch, and roll about the z, y, and x axes, re-
spectively. Therefore, the transformation between the

two types of attitude errors, ε and
[
δϕ δθ δψ

]T
,

is extremely complex. To incorporate the yaw er-
ror measurements from the GPS-RTK system into the
GPS/INS system, we need to transform the process
model equation (7).
We use a new state vector x=

[
δ r δv δa δba δbg

]T ,
where δ a= [δϕ δθ δψ ]T is the attitude error vector
of the Euler angles. By performing the Taylor series
expansion and taking the first-order derivative in the
same way as in Section 2.2, we have the following up-
dated equations for position and velocity:

d
dt

δ r = Frrδ r+Frvδv (10)

d
dt

δv = Fvrδ r+Fvvδv+R1R2
∂R3

∂ϕ
δϕ

+R1R3
∂ R2

∂θ
δθ +R2R3

∂R1

∂ψ
δψ +Cn

bδba

(11)

We can see that the equation of position error (11) is
identical to the original model presented in (7), as the
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Figure 4: Diagram of the GPS/INS LCmodel with yaw estimation fromGPS-RTK .

position update is not dependent on attitude. How-
ever, there is a slight modification in the equation for
velocity error, from S(f).ε to Fva.δa. The matrix Fva

is defined as:

Fva =


R1R2

∂R3

∂ϕ
0 0

0 R1R3
∂R2

∂θ
0

0 0 R1R2
∂R1

∂ψ

 (12)

Regarding the formula for updating the angle, the cal-
culations are quite lengthy, so this paper only men-
tions the final formula in the form of:

d
dt

δa = Farδ r+Favδv+Faaδa+Fabgδbg (13)

Fabg =

1 sin(ϕ) tan(θ) cos(ϕ) tan(θ)
0 cos(ϕ) −sin(ϕ)
0 sin(ϕ)sec(θ) cos(ϕ)sec(θ)

 (14)

Far =−Fabg.
(
Cn

b
)T

.Fer (15)

Fav =−Fabg.
(
Cn

b
)T

.Fev (16)

Faa =
[
Faϕ Faθ Faψ

]
(17)

Faϕ =
∂Fabg

∂ϕ
.ωb

nb −Fabg

[
R1R2

∂R3

∂ϕ

]T
ωn

in (18)

Faθ =
∂Fabg

∂θ
.ωb

nb −Fabg

[
R1R3

∂R2

∂θ

]T
ωn

in (19)

Faϕ =−Fabg

[
R2R3

∂R1

∂ψ

]T
ωn

in (20)

We have the definition of trigonometric function-
sec(x)=1/cos(x).

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSIONS
Hardware implementation
Figure 5 shows the authors’ implemented GPS/INS
integrated navigation system. The first concern in de-
veloping hardware for our system is the processing
speed of the microcontroller. We use the STM32H7
microcontroller by STMicroelectronics with a high
clock frequency of up to 480 MHz. However, due to
the large computational load of both systems, where
the GPS with two antennas takes a long time to solve
the LAMBDA/MLAMBDA algorithm and the INS re-
quires a high update rate (at least 100Hz), it is not fea-
sible to use a single-coremicroprocessor. To solve this
problem, we implemented two identical circuits, one
for the GPS/INS system and the other for the GPS-
RTK system. The developed system has high flexibil-
ity, meaning that each system can be reused for dif-
ferent applications. Furthermore, based on the nec-
essary peripheral configuration, we can see that only
one PCB design needs to be used for both require-
ments (Figure 6).
The GPS receivers chosen must have the function of
transmitting rawmeasurements. The receivers are not
required to be the same, but it is recommended to
use the same type of receiver for both the base and
rover in experiments to eliminate the common er-
ror between receivers (such as clock bias and clock
drift). In this paper, the NEO-M8 GPS receiver (Fig-
ure 7a) from Ublox AG17 is used for the case of using
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Figure 5: The implemented GPS/INS integrated navigation system.

Figure 6: PCB design of the integrated navigation system.

a single-frequency carrier wave (L1), with a position
accuracy of 2.123 cm + 1 ppm in the case of achieving
RTK Fix. In the case of using dual-frequency (L1 and
L2) GPS receivers, NovAtel OEMV-2 GPS receivers18
(Figure 7b) are used. These receivers have a position
accuracy of 1 cm + 1 ppm for the RTK fix solution.

Experimental results of the GPS-RTK sys-
tem
In this experiment, the antennas were placed in a
static state. Two antennas were placed at distances of
0.3, 0.5, 1, and 2 meters apart. From the estimated re-

sults, we determined the RMS error of the measure-
ment. Then, the least squares method was used to
estimate the relationship between the RMS error and
the baseline distance. In addition, it was used to com-
pare the quality between the GPS-RTK system using
a dual-frequency receiver and a similar system using
a single-frequency receiver. The results are shown in
Figure 8.
From the above figure, we can see that using a dual-
frequency system yields significantly better results
compared to using a single-frequency system. The av-
erage Fix solution ratio is 69% compared to 60%. In
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Figure 7: The GPS receivers used in the experiment.

Figure 8: The relation between the yaw angle RMS error and the baseline length.

some cases, the single-frequency system cannot find
any Fix solution (2 out of 12 datasets). For the yaw
error, both types of systems yielded small RMS errors
when increasing the baseline length. Theoretical anal-
ysis shows that as the distance between the two anten-
nas increases, the yaw error decreases. Comparing the
two types of GPS receivers, we see that with the same
baseline length, the dual-frequency receiver produces
smaller errors than the single-frequency receiver. Ex-
amining the technical specifications, the accuracy of
the dual-frequency receiver used in the experiment is

1 cm + 1 ppm, which is better than the accuracy of the

single-frequency receiver, which is 2.123 cm + 1 ppm.

This is why the dual-frequency system yields smaller

estimation errors with the same baseline length. If the

baseline length increases, the accuracy will improve

accordingly. However, autonomous vehicles usually

have size limitations, so sometimes it is not feasible to

choose a large baseline length.
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Experimental results of the modified
GPS/INS system with dual-antenna GPS-
RTK
First, we consider the case of estimating the bias of
the IMU sensor. Typically, the bias drift of the sensor
changes slowly, and we set a fixed bias to the sensor to
investigate the ability to estimate and compensate for
these input values. For comparison, we only consider
the case where the system is stationary. The estimated
bias values of the GPS/INS system are compared with
an Euler angle estimator from the IMU. At this point,
the Euler angle estimator is capable of estimating bias
and compensating for the external acceleration affect-
ing the IMU. The results are shown in Figure 9 and
Figure 10.
We can see that the GPS/INS system can estimate the
bias values of the sensors. In the figures, we observe
that the sensor estimation response is slow, which is
due to the sudden input of bias values that do not fit
well with the true bias model. In reality, the bias drift
is slower.
Next, we will compare the performance of the
GPS/INS integrated navigation system in two cases of
yaw angle estimation (using dual-antenna GPS and
using a magnetometer). The remaining conditions
(roll and pitch angles of the estimation system, us-
ing velocity constraints, etc.) are kept the same. In
the experimental conditions, the firmware of the po-
sitioning system is programmed to simulate GPS sig-
nal loss. This means that although the GPS signal re-
mains available, the positioning system will not use
it. This function is activated to investigate the stabil-
ity of the system in cases where the GPS signal is dis-
rupted. This experiment will consider three scenarios
of disruption: disruption on a straight road, disrup-
tion when making a 90-degree turn, and disruption
when making a 180-degree turn (Figure 11 and Fig-
ure 12).
In Figure 11, the GPS points used by theGPS/INS sys-
tem are marked in red, and the GPS points lost are
marked in purple. We can see that when the GPS sig-
nal is present, the system performs well. The devia-
tion between the GPS/INS and GPS signal is stable
at less than 2 m. However, when the GPS signal is
lost, the estimated values do not follow the standard
trajectory. Figure 12 shows the error-time graph of
both methods. The blue and orange lines indicate the
errors of the proposed method and original method,
respectively. Markers ‘+’, ‘o’, and ‘x’ represent the er-
rors when the vehicle is moving on a straight line,
making a 90-degree turn, and making a 180-degree
turn, respectively. From the graph, we observe that

the longest time for maintaining a GPS signal when
it is lost is in the case of driving on a straight road
(less than 3 meters after 15 seconds). In the case of
moving on a curved path, the estimated values tend
to increase rapidly. When the GPS signal is lost, the
magnetometer-based system is more prone to diver-
gence, even in the case of driving on a straight road.
Compared to the dual-antennaGPS-based system, we
can see that when the GPS signal is present, both
systems are stable. However, when the GPS signal
is lost, the dual-antenna GPS-based system is better
at maintaining the deviation than using the magne-
tometer. In particular, when going on a straight road,
the deviation of the GPS/INS system using the dual-
antenna GPS is much smaller (less than 3 meters after
15 seconds of signal loss) compared to the case of us-
ing magnetic measurement to estimate the yaw angle
(more than 10 meters after 15 seconds).

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a method to enhance the accu-
racy and effectiveness of the GPS/INS integrated nav-
igation system using the dual-antenna GPS with the
real-time kinematicmethod. The use of theGPS-RTK
methodwith the dual-antennaGPS resulted in an esti-
mation of the yaw angle that was no longer influenced
by the Earth’s magnetic field and other external mag-
netic disturbances. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
yaw angle estimation was found to be high, and its
accuracy was higher when the baseline distance was
greater. Using dual-frequency (L1 and L2) for theGPS
produced better results (higher average Fix rate and
smaller RMS error) compared to a system that only
used the L1 frequency.
We modified the loosely coupled GPS/INS system
with yaw estimation from the dual-antenna GPS. The
combined system has better performance than the
original, particularly in cases where the GPS signal
was lost. The experimental results indicated that the
system could maintain a position deviation of fewer
than 10 meters after a 15-second GPS signal loss.
Currently, the system proposed in this paper still has
some limitations. It can only provide good estima-
tions in the case of vehicles moving at low speeds.
When the speed increases, the error can increase sig-
nificantly due to the error of time synchronization be-
tween the receivers or between the GPS receiver and
the INS system. In the future, the authors will study
and evaluate the factors related to synchronization be-
tween systems and develop a new system for high-
speed autonomous vehicles.
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Figure 9: Gyroscope biases of GPS/INS compared to the Euler angle estimator.

Figure 10: Accelerometer biases of GPS/INS compared to the Euler angle estimator.

Figure 11: Experimental result of GPS/INS in the case of using dual-antenna GPS for yaw angle estimation.
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Figure 12: Error-time graph of the GPS/INS systems when there is a GPS outage.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND
SYMBOLS
GPS: Global Positioning System
IMU: Inertial Measurement Unit
INS: Inertial Navigation System
LAMBDA: Least squares ambiguity decorrelation ad-
justment
MLAMBDA: Modified LAMBDA
RTK: Real-Time Kinematic
[λ φ h]T : position (longitude, latitude, height)
v = [vN vE vD]

T : velocity (north, east, down)
ϕ , θ , ψ : Euler angles (roll, pitch, yaw)
Cn

b : Direction Cosine Matrix
Sα , Cα : sine and cosine of α
ba, bg: accelerometer bias and gyroscope bias
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